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Of the ten fastest growing economies since 1960, eight are in East Asia. As Haggard (2018) aptly
demonstrates for Northeast Asia, two explanations account for this exceptional regional perfor-
mance. On the one hand, neo-liberals committed to an Anglo-American night-watchman state
(Krueger 1978; Bhagwati 1978; Edwards 1993; World Bank 1993; Pack and Saggi 2006) attribute
performance to macroeconomic stability, provision of public goods, and openness to trade and
investment. On the other hand, a heterodox group (Johnson 1982; Amsden 1989; Wade 1990/
2004; Chang 2002, 1994; Rodrik 1995; Evans 1995; Lin 2009) focuses on market and coordination
failures and the need for states to adopt pragmatic, ‘trial and error’ and selective approaches to high-
speed growth. In this latter view, the strong developmental states of Northeast Asia used their
embedded autonomy viz the private sector to overcome market and coordination failures to
usher in rapid growth and technological catch-up.

The reigning conventional wisdom among political scientists of Southeast Asia (see, for example,
Doner 2009; MacIntyre 1994), particularly Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand—what Michael Rock
labels IMT—is that the states there lack the strength, autonomy, and embeddedness with the private
sector to successfully adopt the interventionist development strategies used in Northeast Asia. Most
economists (see, for example, Hill 1996b) agree, arguing that the pervasive selective interventions in
IMTwere subject to toomuch rent-seeking and corruption, which arewidely believed to have caused
growth slowdowns elsewhere. Given sustained rapid growth in IMT, this view does not quite fit the
facts, nor has it gone unchallenged (Kuhonta 2011; Khan and Jomo 2000; Jomo et al. 1997; Jomo
1999, 2001, 2007; Jomo and Felker 1999; Rock 1995, 1999; Rock and Sheridan 2007).

Yet, what has been missing from the challenge is a sophisticated and coherent explanation of how
even the weaker and less autonomous states in IMT, subject to corruption and rent-seeking, have also
pursued successful interventionist policies that have contributed to rapid growth and catch up. This is
the task Michael Rock takes on in Dictators, Democrats and Development in Southeast Asia.

Rock focuses on IMT because they look much more like the Rest (Amsden 2001) than the pol-
ities in Northeast Asia. They are resource rich but, unlike the Rest, they have avoided the resource
curse. They “suffer” from high levels of ethnic heterogeneity, but unlike the Rest, they have
avoided growth tragedies (Easterly and Levine 1997). Like the Rest, they have poorer forms of gov-
ernance—weaker states, less autonomy from the private sector, higher rates of corruption and rent-
seeking; yet, they have avoided the growth slowdowns and lost decades experienced by the Rest.
Given these similarities in factor endowments, ethnic heterogeneity, and governance, Rock argues
the Rest have much to learn from IMT.

So how have IMT succeeded where their counterparts among the Rest have not? Rock’s answer
is deceptively simple and parsimonious, yet powerful. He begins by demonstrating that economic
take-offs in IMT were preceded by political elites gaining control of the state and using what they
learned to implement an industrial development strategy that is capitalist, but not laissez faire, FDI
friendly and export-oriented, but not free trade. As he shows, this was not easy; it took time and was
fraught with political instability and violence. There is a very sobering lesson here for anyone
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interested in the development prospects of the Rest. As Rock (2018, 46) says, “Those interested in
knowing why the economies of sub-Saharan Africa have performed so poorly since independence,
should perhaps look no further than the inability of political elites there to complete their nation-
building projects (Herbst 2000; Thies 2009).”

As he goes on to show, development did not emerge on the political agenda of elites until one
group of elites completed conservative nation-building projects that defined national identities
while creating clear winners (a center right coalition composed of monarchies, the military, bureau-
cratic elites, and business elites) and clear losers (the Left, popular groups, and religious fundamen-
talists). As the winners were consolidating power, they began turning their attention to
development, as they recognized that growth was in their long-term political interests. With the
defeat of the Left and a history of openness to trade and investment, elites used the state to build
lasting pro-growth political coalitions that provided time for an interventionist, capitalist, and open
economy growth strategy to work. As Rock argues, this development strategy was not ideological,
but pragmatic, rooted in a “muddling through,” “trial and error” approach. Because IMT govern-
ments used both markets and states to sustain growth, development policies were rarely laissez
faire, even though they were capitalist, and the state was much more than a neo-liberal night-watch-
man. Similarly, even though these governments were committed to open economies, they were not
dogmatic ‘free trade’ advocates.

What evidence does Rock offer for this pragmatic and interventionist development strategy that
could prove relevant for the Rest? His initial evidence, provided in chapter 5, focuses on govern-
ment intervention in the rice economies of IMT. He argues for this outcome in three steps. In the
first, he uses in-depth case studies to delve into the history of government intervention in the rice
economy to show that intervention was pervasive and effective. He then goes two steps further.
First, he shows how intervention in rice markets was tied to underlying differences in the political
economy of rice. Second, following JohnMellor’s (1995) arguments about the role of agriculture in
industrial development, he shows how intervention in rice markets (particularly efforts to stabilize
the price of rice around the long run trend in world rice prices ala Peter Timmer 1993) had a positive
effect on industrial growth. Rock also shows the various ways economic technocrats in these econ-
omies were actively involved in interventions in the rice economy. This latter finding is important
because it provides counter-evidence to the neo-liberal claim of bifurcated states—where economic
technocrats in core economic agencies maintained macroeconomic stability and a competitive
exchange rate, but held little sway in microeconomic markets.

Rock also provides compelling case evidence that IMT states sought to promote a domestic cap-
italist class to compete in the global economy. He shows how such promotion of rentier business
elites was reciprocated with kickbacks for political elites with the financing they needed to secure
political support. He combines this case evidence with a range of econometric tests aimed at
answering the question: Was growth in IMT driven by openness to trade and investment or by
domestic investment? While he finds some modest support for an openness-driven growth hypoth-
esis, he finds much more robust support for a domestic investment-driven growth hypothesis. Thus,
he rightly concludes, in my view (see, for example, Jomo et al. 1997) that growth in IMTwas driven
by domestic investment. This finding has important implications for development policy.

Rock (2018, 42–43) notes some consequences of this approach. First, IMT’s favored capitalists
generally responded by substantially increasing the investment to GDP ratio. Second, as noted
above, he demonstrates that the primary causality between domestic investment, trade and GDP
runs from investment to trade to output such that IMT growth was investment, rather than
export-led. Third, this strategy had a profound effect on the size distribution of firms as a small
number of very large conglomerates—the government-patronized ethnic Chinese conglomerates
in Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand, which dominate the IMT economies and, exceptionally,
Malaysia’s state-owned conglomerates (now termed “government-linked investment companies”).
Fourth, based on international norms, the share of manufactures in GDP and in exports are larger
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than expected while export concentration indices are lower than expected, suggesting that selective
industrial policies worked, albeit unevenly.

As Rock (2018, 43) says,

This system could have run amok if governments in IMT lacked substantial commitment to devel-
opment, if they took too much, if business failed to respond to incentives to invest, or if no correc-
tive mechanism existed to weed out bad investments. Most of the time, these things did not happen.
They did not happen because ruling political elites in IMTwere too deeply committed to increasing
national power and national strength in a hostile world and in pursuing economic and industrial
development as components of national power and as goals in their own right. Governments
and capitalists in IMT also learned, from sobering and unpleasant experiences, what happened
when government took too much, when they failed to offer promotional privileges, while business-
men feared what might happen if they failed to respond to the government’s incentives.

Rock shows that industrial policy affected the structures of the IMT economies, as reflected by
the size distribution of firms, the relative size of manufactures and manufactured exports in GDP,
and the diversification of exports away from the primary products that dominated exports at the
beginning of their growth miracles. But what about technological catch-up or total factor produc-
tivity growth (TFPG)? Most authors of different persuasions from Rock (Doner 2009; Hill 1996a,
1996b; Rasiah 1999) suggest that the IMT economies have not been very good at catch-up growth.
Reflecting post-Washington Consensus preoccupations, some (Yusuf and Nabeshima 2009)
suggest that all three may be caught in middle income traps. Rock’s review shows that the
TFPG studies for IMT are highly variable and all over the map. As the conditions necessary for
meaningful TFPG studies are rarely met, he correctly discounts the importance of such studies.
It would be wise to remember that not too long ago, Young (1995) famously claimed to show
that there had been very little TFPG in Korea—and he was not referring to the North!

Rock puts much less stock in Young and much more in Kim’s (1997) study of technological
learning and upgrading in a wide range of Korean firms and industries. Hence, he focuses on
the evidence of technological learning/upgrading in individual firms and industries. He finds
mixed stories, but correctly leans to the view that industrial policies were effective in encouraging
upgrading in some firms and industries some of the time. Of the three economies, he finds some
limited evidence of learning in aircraft, wood processing, and autos in Indonesia; substantial learn-
ing in palm oil processing and electronics (particularly in Penang) in Malaysia, and substantial
learning in agro-processing (particularly chicken meat and shrimp aquaculture), cement, automo-
tive parts, and component supplies in Thailand.

Are these achievements significant enough to ensure that IMT will escape the middle-income
trap? The middle-income trap is a poorly specified problem, which simplistically and misleadingly
equates income with development. However, it raises the question of the likelihood of sustaining
growth, industrialization, and technological progress as preconditions for sustained income
increases. In this connection, Rock notes in the book under review here (p. 203),

According toMcVey (1992), ‘… in retrospect, the states in IMT look less like an incubus and more
like an incubator for development. Given this experience, if one were to hazard a guess, govern-
ments in IMT are more rather than less likely to respond to diminishing returns to the existing
growth strategy by developing a new growth strategy around technological learning in skills-
based exports. However, if they do so, they are likely to follow a way that is consistent with
their penchant for muddling through. Is this a certainty? Of course not.’

One final issue deserves mention. What has been the impact of democracy on growth in IMT?
Rock has tackled this issue in the pages of this journal (Rock 2013), and he does so in several novel
ways in the book. First, through in-depth case studies, he traces movements toward and away from
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democracy. As part of his case studies, he draws on Reilly (2006), among others, to show how IMT
political elites opted for majoritarian forms of democracy. He then uses the literature on the impact
on growth of different forms of democracy to set up rigorous empirical tests of the following
hypothesis: Growth during periods of majoritarian democracy in IMT was no lower than during
periods of developmental autocracy. Somewhat surprisingly for many, he finds substantial
support for this proposition. This is significant, following such democratic turns in Indonesia
and, more recently, Malaysia; although neither the Thaksin ascendance nor its reversals appear
to have undermined Thai growth. In the current international environment, where support for
authoritarian ethno-populism is spreading in the West, this finding may have broader significance.

In sum, Rock’s book demonstrates that he is a serious scholar of the political economy of IMT.
Unlike most economists, he draws on the literatures in politics, history, and economics to develop a
serious strategic development alternative to the neo-liberal Washington Consensus and the North-
east Asian developmental state, both of which have limited lessons to offer to the Rest. He does so
by utilizing an increasingly popular mixed-method methodological approach (Lieberman 2005)
that combines in-depth qualitative analysis with rigorous econometric work to provide strong
empirical support for the alternative development strategy he posits. Rock’s book is a significant
addition to the work of a small, but influential, group of economists open to heterodox interpreta-
tions of development policy and development performance. He has gone a long way toward
shaking up conventional wisdom about the political economy of development in IMT. Unlike
the literature on Northeast Asia, there is nothing remotely like it. His messages should resonate
with those concerned with getting growth going in the Rest.
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